Auditing Services

To find out more about how Spineworks can help you,
+44 (0)1 2 56 37 7 653

Adding clarity to medical reports
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Reports provided by medical experts
to legal or insurance firms are not
always clear. When interpretation or
supplementary information is needed,
Spineworks can help.

HOW SPINEWORKS IS DIFFERENT

SPINEWORKS AUDITING SERVICES

We can support you to help claims
settlement through:

Most medical reports provided to
legal and insurance firms during
the litigation process are perfectly
acceptable. But sometimes they
require further clarification, and
sometimes they need to be contested.

Spineworks is not just another
‘medical reporting organisation’. We
provide the best medical advice based
upon written reports.
We can help legal or insurance firms
with direct and face-to-face assistance.
Or we can train claims handling staff
or legal teams, so that they can better
interpret reports and be more aware of
the requirements of medical experts.

• A
 n expert framework for
supplementary questions

At Spineworks we can undertake a
professional and objective evaluation
of medical reports in your possession,
and provide back expert comment
and suggestions. We can give written,
email or telephone advice to aid
understanding as well as guidance
regarding relevant supplementary
questions.
Our aim is to help facilitate settlement
on the best possible terms.

What’s more, we can help cut
costs, and improve timescales and
communications. For example,
Spineworks can indicate which
records should be sent to medical
experts, so that expensive time is not
wasted sifting through notes and
records.

• A
 clear interpretation of medical
reports

• Enabling more robust arguments
• R
 educing expert’s costs and
improved communications
• I n-house staff training in report
interpretation and document
handling
• R
 apid service via letter, email and
telephone

